MakerBot Industries is looking for a Director of Events & Trade Shows. next job

**BlackBook Sold to Founder**

*By Chris O'Shea on June 11, 2013 9:36 AM*

*BlackBook* magazine is going back home. According to the *New York Observer*, Vibe Holdings has **sold the magazine** back to **Evanly Schindler**, who found the publication all the way back in 1996.

The magazine’s other owner is **Jon Bond**, who currently serves as “chief tomorroist” (yes, we’re serious) for Tomorro LLC, a marketing company. Despite that cool title, Bond is more well known as the founder of Kirshenbaum Bond & Partners.

The sale involved several other investors, including **Steve Zacks, Aaron Hicklin** and **Bill**.
Powers (former BlackBook editors), Jamie Driver, Mogility Capital and Picture Farm Productions.

Financial details of the deal weren’t disclosed.

RELATED:

- Wired Puts Jonah Peretti on the Cover
- New Yorker’s First 2014 Cover is a Gem
- Businessweek Wins Cover of The Year Poll
- Cover Battle: 2013 Cover of The Year Poll
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Microsoft Excel 101

Learn the basics of the most popular spreadsheet software in our upcoming Microsoft Excel 101 course, taught by a 15-year Excel veteran! In this four-session course, instructor Jenn Shaw will review basic formatting, calculations, and charts, helping you to create useful worksheets, budgets, and more. Register Now.

Jobs of the Day

- Director of Events & Trade Shows
  MakerBot Industries in Brooklyn, NY

- Publicist, Fodor's Travel
  Random House U.S.A in New York, NY

- Public Relations Manager - Digital Payments
  American Express in New York, NY

- Senior Account Executive: Food, Wine, and Spirits
  Susan Magrino Agency in New York, NY

- Community Content Manager
  Foundation Center in New York, NY

- Entry Level 3D Modeler
  MakerBot Industries in Brooklyn, NY
Tina Brown "really" doesn't like weed.
mbist.rob/19EOD8X

Via @meghara @Reuters: More info about the Chinese tycoon eying @nytimes. mbist.rob/1IEOke8

Morning Newsfeed: @alexismadrigal on 76,897 @Netflix micro-genres; @zainverjee @CNN on her battle w/psoriasis. mbist.rob/1iyShnl

Solid @wired February 2014 cover story from @iRowan on @peretti @BuzzFeed. mbist.rob/1kdjZb6

The NY Times' Nicholas Kristof wrote about a minor byline change, then whined when people read the article. mbist.rob/1cpf0tK